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1. Scope of our services 

This document describes Accenture’s Connected Buildings Service, and should be read in conjunction with the 
associated G-Cloud 10 Services documentation. 

Accenture’s Connected Buildings Service enables organisations to access large amounts of building operational 
data, derive insight to inform decision making, reduce spend on energy, facilities and maintenance, and improves 
the workplace for employees. Accenture offers a solution that can retrieve vast amounts of proprietary data, 
rigorously analyse it and then re-program building systems remotely with minimal human interaction. This 
innovation requires minimal capital investment and is very effective at achieving the business outcome of 
reducing energy consumption and costs, while making our world more sustainable. 

Buildings represent 30-40% of the final energy consumption and cause 9 Gt of CO2 emissions. This is expected 
to grow to 76%~ by 2050 in all 6 EEB regions. For many businesses across the globe, buildings are becoming 
a focal point for reducing energy costs, maintenance costs, and carbon emissions. 

Businesses face several challenges in managing building energy use: 

• Lack of meaningful real-time performance data of building system 

• Incompatible building technologies 

• Resource constraints 

• High costs and long payback periods of many facilities projects 

• Limited connection between building systems and other available ICT systems 

Accenture Smart Buildings solution brings together a high volume of data from Building Management Systems, 
IoT sensors, smart technology devices, and external data sources to provide a full suite of use cases and 
capabilities with tangible benefits and savings.  The solution is agnostic to communication protocols and uses 
open source technologies and standards wherever possible.  It supports integration with multiple platforms and 
offers cloud to cloud capability to allow for development and extensibility. 

Services supported by this Connected Building solution include one or more of: 

Strategy & Consulting  

• Energy procurement and management 

• Health & wellness assessment (in line with approved standards)  

• Workplace strategy design 

• Collaboration and productivity improvement 

• Employee experience 

• Vendor selection (platforms/sensors) 

• Workplace KPI’s 

Digital & Operations  

• HVAC analytics 

• Connected lighting 

• Location services (including wayfinding and asset tracking) 

• Connected waste management  

• Digital access 

• Space utilisation & optimisation 

• Platform development 

• Custom analytics creation 
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• Machine learning for buildings 

• Space personalisation 

• Productivity leakage reduction 

• Building app development  

• Building kiosk deployment  
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2. Approach 

In order to address these challenges, the Smart Buildings team at Accenture have developed a suite of offerings 
that help drive efficiency, comfort, convenience, collaboration, and safety across the built environment. This is 
done by connecting, analysing, and responding to data from building systems and the people who interact with 
them. 

Accenture has developed a structured approach to delivering Connected Building solutions: 

 

Discovery 

During the first phase our team will work with you to determine how the Connected Building solution can be 
used as a central tool in your day-to-day operations, what employee experience it can improve, and what 
potential savings can be made. They will also evaluate which data sources should be brought into the platform 
and any additional hardware or software that would be recommended to drive the required result. This will be 
achieved through several stakeholder interviews and user centric workshops. 

The output of this phase will be a roadmap for the delivery of Connected Building use cases. This will  will lay 
out how the service will be built, deployed and managed and how the business will use the service to seek 
potential benefits. 

Iterative Service Build 

Whilst the activities of the service build phase depend on what is already in place and what needs to be 
developed; our preference is to build the core Connected Building platform and applications and then use 
iterative approaches to add use cases. We will use pilots and betas to verify that the technology works and get 
feedback from end users as early as possible. This allows us to understand whether the service delivers what 
it should and that it will achieve the predicted benefits. 

The Change Enablement team would be engaged at this stage to begin to understand the shape of the service 
in the business and to work with the early adopters of the service to understand how it works and how best 
to support the wider business on rollout. 

Full Scale Service Deployment 

Working directly with the business and using the feedback from Alpha and Beta pilots, the full-scale 
deployment phase builds the service out to its intended capacity. It puts all the support processes and 
technology in place to assist the full deployment. These include: 

• Operational Testing. 

• Performance Testing. 

• Security and Business Continuity design and implementation. 

• Defining Service Management models. 

• Training materials and other support materials (e.g. desk aids). 

Service Execution 

Accenture has well established Business Process Outsourcing capabilities and ITIL compliant Application 
Support and Maintenance processes. which will combine to provide a service based upon the agreed 
specifications. During the live service operation we can provide: 
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• Service Reporting; 

• SLA Management and Conformance; 

• Service Support functions – all tiers from front line support to Tier 3 service maintenance; 

• Business Continuity and Service Management; 

• Security Management. 
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3. Assets and tools 

Accenture’s Smart Building solution has a large range of assets and capabilities that can support a change to 
employee experience and to building operation.  

• Accenture Cloud Platform (ACP) - The multi-cloud management platform powering the Accenture Hybrid 
Cloud helps you manage your business services securely and effectively across multiple clouds on 
demand, at speed, from a single point. 

• Connected Platforms as a Service (CPaaS) - CPaaS is a complete IoT platform designed to uniquely 
address business challenges so clients can achieve operational efficiencies, shift from products to 
services, and unlock unconventional revenues by connecting devices, data and people. 

• Capability to support a front-end building operations interface – an agnostic, interactive mapping layer 
and operational UI which provides visualisations and alerts in real-time, allowing the operator to have a 
holistic overview of the building energy usage and maintenance requirements by individual device and 
grouped area 

• Capability to support front-end employee interface – displaying features including space utilisation, 
wayfinding, asset tracking, digital access, environmental conditions, and waste.   

• Partnerships with multiple third parties providing hardware, analytics, capabilities and services brought 
together onto the Accenture Connected Building platform capability 
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4. Expected Outcomes 

The Accenture Connected Buildings Platform delivers a range of high value outcomes and can be deployed to 
impact many different industries and use cases. These outcomes include: 

• Vendor Agnostic - Integrating diverse sensor networks and cloud services to foster innovation and reduce 
vendor lock-in 

• Real-time and Predictive Analytics - Real time business alerts, leveraging simulation and predictive 
analytics to assist decision-making 

• Intuitive User Experience for interactive smart devices and machine to machine capabilities  

• Single central view of assets and data allowing for proactive and more informed decision making 

• Real-time proactive alerting and operational system integration 

• Intelligent decision making and recommended actions 

• Integration into the work-flow for incident management 

• Ability to run predictive models to apply predictive maintenance plans  

• Integrate into other existing systems to optimise and automate processes  

Accenture’s Smart Buildings solutions have been deployed extensively at Accenture’s Global Centre for 
Innovation at The Dock, Dublin. This has allowed us to show value, both in terms of energy savings but also in 
experiential benefits. 
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5. Pricing 

Please refer to the associated pricing document / rate card relevant for this service.  
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6. Contacts 

Simon Mitchell 

(Accenture Health & Public Services – Sales Lead) 

Email: sales.support.uk@accenture.com 

Telephone: +44 7702 234537  

 

Gemma Brady 

(Senior Manager, Accenture Digital – I.X.0) 

Email: sales.support.uk@accenture.com 

Telephone: +44 7876137895 
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7. About Accenture 

Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and solutions 
in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations, with approximately 442,000 people serving clients in 
more than 120 countries. Combining unparalleled experience, comprehensive capabilities across all industries 
and business functions, and extensive research on the world’s most successful companies, Accenture 
collaborates with clients to help them become high-performance businesses and governments. The company 
generated net revenues of US$34.9 billion for the fiscal year ended 31st of August 2017.  

Our five Growth Platforms -Strategy, Consulting, Digital, Technology and Operations - are the innovation engines 
through which we build world-class skills and capabilities, develop our knowledge capital, and create, acquire 
and manage key assets central to the development of solutions for our clients. These platforms allow us to offer 
clients the broad, deep skills necessary for a diverse range of services.  
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